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SENSORY EXPERIENCE IDEAS 
 
Here is a whole range of sensory materials and activities that are readily available: 
 
AROMAS Air fresheners 

Fragrance candles 
Pot Pourri 
Food Essences added to playdough, gloop, etc 
Wheat bags 
Aroma diffusers with essential oils 
Cooking aromas 
Flowers, Plants, Shrubs, Herb Garden in area 

BALLOONS A variety of sizes, colours, shapes 
Add rice, dried peas for sound 

BATHTIME 
(Bathing / Waterplay) 

Oils, bubbles, toys, shaving foam, wheels 
Add colour / for water play 
Glitter 

CHRISTMAS 
DECORATIONS / 
CELEBRATIONS / 
PARTIES 

Tinsel, baubles, fairy-lights 
Paper, food, Pass the Parcel (different fabrics/materials to 
wrap e.g. bubble wrap) 
Candles  

COOKERY Gloop ‘cornflour and water’ 
Decorating biscuits 
Cooked / uncooked pasta 
Salt dough/pasta 
 

CUSHIONS Bean bags  
Patchwork scatter cushions                     
Floor cushions 
Different paddings / fillings 
Different sizes 
Different materials  

FOOD / FRUIT Range of colours, textures, sizes, shapes, smells (touch, 
cut up, smell) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

To sit on / lie on 
touch / hug 



 

FLOWERS Plants 
Cut flowers 
Dry flowers 
Silk flowers 

HATS A range of styles, colours, fabrics 
With feathers 
Hair bands with lights / tinsel etc 

HOT and COLD 
 

Warmed wheat bags 
Soups 
Drinks 
Ice cream 
Ice lollies 

MUSIC Noises, sounds, rhythms, instruments, rain makers, 
volume 

LIGHT and DARK Tents / rooms with torches, fairy lights, night lights, glow in 
the dark stickers etc 

STORY-TELLING Use of colours, shapes, actions, puppets, tastes, smells 
TOOTH BRUSHING Firm / soft bristles 

Sizes of toothbrushes 
Colours of toothbrushes 
Flavours of toothpaste 

TOWELS Size, thickness                wrap up in them 
Old / new towels             stroke them, rub them 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

MESSY PLAY IDEAS 

PAINTS Finger / hands 
Different brushes 
Bubble blowing in paint 
Different surfaces 

COLLAGE Papers 
Glitter 
Flowers 
Natural materials 
Fabrics 
Beans / pulses 
Leaves 
Reclaimed materials 

PRINTING Hands / feet 
Toys – wheels 
Shoes 
Leaves etc 
Fruit / vegetables 
Shapes 
Household objects 

SHAVING FOAM Make patterns with fingers/tools 
Add small world objects e.g. animals/transport 
Add glitter 

UNCOOKED  
PASTA 

Tip / pour / cascade / etc 

JELLY Break up with fingers 
Tools, make patterns 

PLAYDOUGH Add colours, essences, hand cream, glitter 
Use hands, tools, cutters, roll cars etc through it 

GLOOP Cornflour and water. Add colours / scents. Make patterns 
whilst singing rhymes. Put in small world objects 

WATER Add colours, bubbles, scents, glitter. Put in toys / 
equipment. Filling / emptying. Water guns / wheels 

FROZEN WATER Ice cubes in a bowl / on a tray. Make patterns, 
encourage mark making 

SAND Appropriate tools. Small world objects to find. 
Different colours, add sequins 

FLOUR/ICING SUGAR Hide objects in it  
Tip / pour  
Add wood shavings, powder paint/glitter 

 
These are just a few suggestions that can stimulate play in the home 
or setting. 
 


